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The images used in this Annual Report are some of the still shots taken from the
“What does Family Planning mean to you?” video filmed in August 2014.
Others come from more recent video projects in Tuvalu and Papua New Guinea.
This Annual Report covers the period from 1 July 2014 until 30 June 2015.

From our President and
Chief Executive
Health equity – the absence
of unnecessary, avoidable and
unjust differences in health.
Family Planning has been working to improve
the sexual and reproductive health and
rights of all New Zealanders since 1936. For
79 years, we have recognised that sexual
and reproductive health is important – for
individuals, for families and whānau, and for
our collective well-being as a nation.
Issues such as unintended pregnancy,
sexually transmissible infections and sexual
violence affect all societies and are among
the most significant health problems globally.
Even more alarmingly there are striking
inequities in sexual and reproductive
health outcomes in New Zealand. Young
Māori, Pasifika, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trans*1 and intersex people are among the
worst affected.
Health disparities reflect broader inequities
related to factors such as family income,
ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation.
Māori, Pasifika and low income groups have
the most need for comprehensive sexual and
reproductive health services and information
– but are the least likely to receive them. A
recent study shows that low income earners
face more barriers in accessing health care

particularly rangatahi Māori, to access our
services, to access our information and for
both to be more responsive to what our
clients’ want.
Eliminating inequities in sexual and
reproductive health is our number one
strategic priority. It is this commitment, and
our refusal to accept that status quo, which
have driven a number of innovations in the
way we are designing and delivering our
services across the organisation.

Addressing inequity
In New Zealand, prioritising inequity means
prioritising Māori, particularly rangatahi Māori,
because this is where the most striking
inequities are. A work programme on equity
and Māori sexual and reproductive health has
been developed to identify where change
can be made and inequity addressed most
effectively. The programme has a number
of facets.
Health Equity Assessment Tool training
to strengthen our organisational capacity
and the skills and knowledge of individual
staff. This training is to ensure that
everything we do – now and into
the future – is considered through an
equity lens.
A plan to improve health literacy2

than high income earners. It is not simply

practices across all our services.

about individual choices. Health services and

A literature review to better understand

systems need to change.

what works to reduce sexual and

As an organisation, both clinically and
through our health promotion work, we have
made a huge number of changes over the
past year. All have one goal in mind – to
make it as easy as possible for young people,

reproductive health and rights inequity.
A review and improvement in our
collection and use of ethnicity data.
By collecting and analysing this data
we can identify the disparities and refine

1. Trans* is an umbrella term that refers to all of the identities within the gender identity spectrum.
2. In New Zealand health literacy has been defined as: “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process and
understand basic health information and services in order to make informed and appropriate health decisions”
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projects and actions to improve service
provision and effective interventions –
especially for Māori.
A recruitment and induction strategy to
increase Māori staff.

Strategic framework
review
A significant piece of work undertaken in the
first half of 2015 is the development of a new

Abortion access – legal
challenges continue
In early March 2015, Right to Life announced
it was taking legal action in the High Court in
Wellington against the Abortion Supervisory
Committee (ASC). Right to Life argued that
our limited licence, granted by ASC, for our
early medical abortion service in Tauranga
does not meet the requirements of the
Contraception, Sterilisation and Abortion

strategic framework to take us from 2015 to

Act 1977.

2019. This framework provides a blueprint for

The case was heard in the High Court in

the work of the organisation over the next five
years. We describe it as a living, breathing
document that details our vision, mission,
and values. It has four outcome areas, each
with two priority areas which detail the
activities and priorities we have identified
for the near future. These are big picture
concepts that will help guide and inform
our work.
The framework is a high-level document
which began with input and feedback from
Family Planning staff across the country.
The new Strategic Framework will be signed
off by Family Planning Council in November
this year.

early June 2015. As this Annual Report was
being published, we were still waiting for an
outcome in this case.
New Zealand’s antiquated abortion laws –
sitting as they do within the Crimes Act 1961
and the Contraception, Sterilisation and
Abortion Act 1977 – provide an opportunity
for Right to Life and other organisations who
want to see abortion access restricted or
removed to continue to challenge women’s
right to access services and our ability to
offer high-quality, community based services.
New Zealand is among a small number of
developed countries with restrictive abortion
laws. Canada, Australia, South Africa and
almost all of the European Union countries
(except Ireland and Malta) allow abortion to
be performed legally without restriction as to
the reason. In the Pacific, New Caledonia has
non-restrictive abortion legislation.
Now, more than ever, abortion must be
removed from the Crimes Act and updated
in the Contraception, Sterilisation and
Abortion Act.
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Parental notification
Do parents have the right to know (or
consent) when their children access
contraception, abortion and treatment for
sexually transmitted infections (STIs)? Ideally
young people voluntarily involve their parents
in these decisions. However, it is important to
support a young person’s evolving capacity
to consent. Our position on this issue is

which focuses on enhancing the evolving
capacity of young people to make
informed, safe and consensual sexual
and reproductive decisions
Ensure young people have access
to best medical advice regarding
reproductive health, including any
consequences or risks associated with
abortion and pregnancy

consistent with global organisations such

Continue to provide referrals for pre- and

as the World Health Organisation and the

post-abortion counselling and to follow

International Federation of Gynaecology and

up with clients after the procedure

Obstetrics and domestic bodies such as

Use our existing screening services for

the New Zealand Medical Council and the
Medical Association of New Zealand.

family violence to identify any young
person at risk and to refer them to the

We are adamant that it is a fundamental part

appropriate services for care

of a young person’s right to confidential care

Continue to assess the psychosocial

and bodily autonomy. We also believe that
parents and whanāu play an essential role in
the lives of their children. Evidence suggests
these views are not mutually exclusive.
In mid-2015, Parliament’s Justice and
Electoral Reform Select Committee
was asked to consider a petition from a
mother calling for parental notification in
circumstances where an under 16-year-old
has a pregnancy confirmed. There was
strong media interest in the case.
Consistent with international and national
best practice, we believe that parental
involvement in a young person’s reproductive
decision-making, particularly around
abortion, must remain voluntary. We commit
to advocating against any change to the
current law.
In our work, we will:
Continue to promote and provide
comprehensive sexuality education,

history of each young person seeking
sexual and reproductive health services,
including abortion.

Logo update
Family Planning Council approved a change
to our logo which sees the positive sexual
health strapline taken out and New Zealand
added in its place. The change was made
to provide us with a geographical point
of reference which was absent from the
previous logo.
Domestically this change matters –
confirming that we are a national organisation
with the status and heft that confers. It is also
important when we’re working internationally
– for instance at the Commission on
Population and Development where Family
Planning meant little, Family Planning New
Zealand meant a great deal. The recent
name change for International Programmes
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has also flagged the issue again – when

experience and a commitment to sexual and

staff working on Pacific projects indicated

reproductive health and rights. Our Council

they worked for Family Planning there was

members are volunteers – we value their

no clarity about who they worked for and no

time, effort and enthusiasm for the work that

credit to Family Planning in New Zealand for

we do and for the communities we serve.

the projects they were undertaking.

Death of Honorary Vice
President
We were saddened in August to learn of the

Family Planning is in strong heart. As
we approach our 80th birthday, we are
becoming firmer and stauncher on many
issues and our passion, commitment and
purpose of conviction are as strong as ever.

death of Honorary Vice President and Former
National Party MP and Cabinet Minister
George Gair. Mr Gair was closely involved in
the abortion rights struggle in the 1970s, that
ended with the passing of the Contraception,
Sterilisation and Abortion Act, 1977. He
became an Honorary Vice President of
Family Planning in the early 1980s.

Family Planning
Council

Dr Tammy Steeves
President

Family Planning Council welcomed two
new members in June this year – Madeleine
Hawkesby-Browne and Carol Bellette.
Madeleine is an employment law specialist
and human resources consultant. She
is also a specialist advisor to Canterbury
Development Corporation which identifies
promising businesses and works with them
through a 12-month Amplifier Programme.
Carol is Group General Manager Shared
Services at Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu.
Carol has a background in commerce and
business administration and previously
worked for Landcare Research.
Family Planning Council remains fortunate
to attract professional members like
Madeleine and Carol with strong governance
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Jackie Edmond
Chief Executive

Clinics
Our commitment to removing barriers

Pre-implant or intra uterine device (IUD)

of access to Family Planning services is

consultations

perhaps more visible in the delivery of our

Considering the best contraceptive

clinic services than anywhere else in the
organisation. New innovations such as phone
consultations, web based booking requests

options
Condom prescriptions.

and the introduction of an 0800 phone

If the client needs a prescription, we send it

number have made it easier for people to

via fax to the pharmacy they choose.

contact us and to use our services.

Clinic visits
There were a total of 164,043 consultations
during the year under review.

New clients
Just over 20,000 clients came to a Family
Planning Clinic for the first time during the
year. New clients accounted for 12.2 per cent

Our nurses completed a total of 3,705 phone
consultations during the year under review.

Web based booking
requests
In early January this year, we launched a
new “Ask for an Appointment” feature on our
website. Anyone wanting an appointment
simply completes an online form and one of
our call-takers will call them back to make an

of all consultations during the year.

appointment.

Of these new clients, 15 per cent were Māori

The form went live on our website on 14

and 6.3 per cent were Pasifika. More than
half of these visits (10,636) were by under

January 2015 and between launch date and
the end of the financial year, some 9,484

22-year-olds.

“Ask for an Appointment” forms were

Phone consultations

In April we undertook a survey from a sample

In late 2014, we introduced the option for
some clients to have their consultation with
us “over the phone” – a phone consultation.
Originally we were able to offer a phone
consultation only to clients who had
previously been to one of our clinics and
for a limited number of consultation types.
The service has been continuously expanded
and is now available to new and existing
clients. The services we can offer to clients
via a phone consultation are:
Emergency contraceptive pill
prescriptions

received and actioned.
group of 357 clients who used the ”Ask for
an Appointment” form. The results of that
survey show that it is particularly popular with
both new clients and clients under 30 years
of age.
Some 85 per cent of the surveyed clients
were aged 30 or under. Close to a third,
31 per cent, indicated that they had not
previously visited a Family Planning clinic.
Of this number, 15 per cent identified as
Māori. This is a positive sign that the service
is gaining popularity with Māori.
Feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.
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Clients are happy with the call back option

In September 2014, we made a submission

and like being able to submit their information

to PHARMAC strongly recommending that

and have someone contact them at a time

Implanon NXT become the subsidised

that suits them rather than having to call

implant in preference to Jadelle. We

themselves.

submitted that the one rod Implanon is easier

Data on the gender of clients using the
service will be available shortly but, based on
initial numbers, it appears that that more men
than anticipated are using this service.

Long acting
contraception
Women continue to be interested in long
acting reversible contraceptives (LARC) such
as the implant and the intra uterine device.
Just under 23 per cent of LARC insertions
were for Māori women and just over 10 per
cent for Pasifika women. Of the intra uterine
device/intra uterine system (IUD/IUS) fits,
some 11.5 per cent were for Māori women.
Younger women are increasingly choosing
these highly effective methods with close
to 27 per cent of LARC appointments for
women under 22. A further 25 per cent of
these appointments were for women 22 and

the potential for improper insertion and
results in fewer complications during removal
and has potential to save health costs.
PHARMAC announced in late September
its decision to continue with Jadelle as the
subsidised implant.

Early Medical Abortion
There were 183 early medical abortions at
our Tauranga Clinic during the year under
review. Some 56 per cent of the people
accessing this service were aged between
20 and 29.

Annual Call Volumes
The Client Contact Centre (CCC) answered
238,495 calls during the year under review.
This comes from a total of 261,568 giving an
abandon rate of 8.7 per cent which is well

older who held a Community Services Card.

within the industry benchmark.

The Jaydess – a three-year IUS – was

The average handling time for each call

introduced to New Zealand during the year
under review. Known in the United States
as the Skyla, Jaydess is a smaller version of

was 2.24 minutes. Keeping calls as short
as possible means that clients are getting
the appointment they need with a minimum

the Mirena IUS which has been available for

amount of time on the phone.

some time. The introduction of the Jaydess

Calls coming into the CCC continue to show

means women looking for a long lasting
contraceptive, can now choose it, the Mirena
or the non-hormonal IUD. Another long acting
reversible contraceptive option is the Jadelle
implant – two small rods which are inserted
under the skin in a woman’s arm.
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to insert and remove. We said this reduces

a similar pattern throughout the day and
week. The busiest days are Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday and the busiest times are
from 9am to 1pm.
We had anticipated that call volumes might
reduce with the introduction of the web

based booking request option for clients but
call volume has remained steady.

Drop-in appointments
expanded

Gisborne clinic
Our Gisborne Clinic moved to a new location
in March/April 2015. We are now at 42
Childers Street – right next door to our
old building.

We have continued across the year to
expand the availability of and the services we
can offer during drop-in appointments. We
know that drop-ins are particularly popular
with our younger clients – during the year
around 60 per cent of appointments for our
under 22 clients were drop-ins. Māori clients
make up 16.6 per cent of all drop-in clients,
but 19.9 per cent of drop-in clients aged
under 22.

0800 phone number
We launched an 0800 phone number in the
Far North in October 2014. The purpose of
the new number is to allow clients to ring us
for free to make an appointment – removing
cost as a barrier. The 0800 number was
expanded to Whanganui and Gisborne later
in the year. Our health promoter working in
West Auckland is also promoting the 0800
information to the alternative education
groups with whom she is working.

Clinic prices
There was a $4 increase in the cost of clinic
visits from 1 July for New Zealand Residents
over 22 and without a Community Services
Card who now pay $27. For non-New
Zealand Residents, the cost of a standard
consultation increased to $50 from 1 July.
Visits for New Zealand Residents under 22
remain free while visits for someone over 22
and with a Community Services Card remain
at $5.
7

Clinical Training and
Development
During the year, we over-delivered to our

The midwives’ contraception training is a

Ministry of Health contract with 482 students

joint project between Family Planning and

attending a total of 52 courses. We were very

CMDHB. To improve access, the midwives

pleased with this achievement.

are ensuring contraception information is

Around 150 midwives in South Auckland
have attended our one-day course on
postnatal contraception. The need for women
to have good postnatal contraception was
highlighted in a review of antenatal care in
the Counties Manukau District Health Board
(CMDHB) area where it is estimated that at
least 50 per cent of all pregnancies
are unplanned.
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part of antenatal care. The midwives’ training
is done in small groups and focuses on
long acting contraceptive methods such as
implants and IUDs.

Quality
Te Wana

RER

We are nearing the end of our first quality

A landmark moment occurred in mid-

cycle with Te Wana. We are due for external

October 2014 when we entered the 10,000th

review again in early 2016. The process will

event in our Reportable Events Register

be the same as for our first review cycle

(RER). It was entered by Christchurch

in 2013 – National Office services will be

and was under the Clinical Administration

reviewed followed by a sampling of clinics in

Category.

each region.

NZQ A
The New Zealand Qualification Authority
(NZQA) undertook an external evaluation
and review in December 2014. They found

The pilot for the RER started in June 2008
and it was fully launched in July 2008. Work
is now underway on the development of
a new and enhanced RER system which
should be up and running before the end of
the 2015 calendar year.

they were confident in both our educational
performance and our capability in selfassessment.
Our Clinical Training and Development (CTD)
cervical smear takers course is accredited by
NZQA. During their December 2014 review,
NZQA gave the course an excellent rating for
educational performance and a good rating
for self-assessment.
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Health promotion
New sexuality education
guidelines

During the year we completed a review of

The Ministry of Education released new

deciles indicating acceptability across the

sexuality education guidelines in late May.
The guidelines are directly linked to The
New Zealand Curriculum and provide much
needed support to school boards, principals
and teachers to deliver effective, quality
sexuality education.
We described the new guidelines as
comprehensive and sensible and rooted in
the issues facing young people today such as
pornography, sexual bullying and bullying via
social media. We have advocated for a long
time for sexuality education programmes that
take a broad and holistic view of health and

confirmed there is a good spread across the
range of schools.

Change of location
A number of health promoters have located
either full or part time to clinic buildings
within their communities. Health promotion
managers credit the co-location with Family
Planning with being able to build stronger
and closer relationships and provide better
access for young people to clinics through
group visits.

which are positive and supportive, because

Alcohol and consent

these are most effective for young people.

A new alcohol-themed poster – If they are

Outcomes for young people are better

really wasted I just won’t go there focuses on

when these programmes are supported by

the impact of alcohol on consent. The poster

and linked to health services and access to

is a new addition to the It’s about Mana set

resources. The new guidelines are inclusive

of posters. These aim to provide young men

– not only do they use the te whare tapa whā

with positive messages about relationships

model of Māori health and wellbeing, but also

and their roles and behaviours within them.

Pasifika models such as fonofale. Equity and
sexual and gender diversity are also welcome
inclusions in the new guidelines.

Teaching resources
Our new Teaching Consent Toolkit has been
designed for secondary teachers to help
them discuss and teach about consent. The
free toolkit includes activities that enable

10

the uptake of our teaching resources. We

Our new resource, Alcohol, Sex and Hauora
is a practical and accessible resource for
tutors and youth workers working with young
people in alternative education settings. The
resource links key issues such as sexual
safety, consent, alcohol use in relationships,
and bystander intervention to health and
wellbeing using the te whare tapa whā
model.

young people to work out what they do

My Life in My Hands is a pamphlet for older

and don’t want to do or participate in, and

teenagers and young adults that provides

build assertiveness, communication and

helpful tips on dealing with life situations –

negotiation skills. All the activities can be

alcohol and drugs, cyberbullying, pregnancy

modified or adapted to suit the needs of the

and relationships. The resource is funded by

young people and the school environment.

the Ministry of Social Development.

O Week – MSD
engagement
The Ministry of Social Development engaged
with our health promotion team to get
the AreYouThatSome1 campaign out to
campuses during our annual Orientation
Week activity.
AreYouThatSome1 is a campaign to
encourage young people to identify the
signs that someone may be at risk of sexual
violence and find ways to step in early.

Life Skills
We were awarded a second Life Skills
contract by the Ministry of Social
Development. Our Health Promotion staff
delivered 20 two-day workshops to 291
professionals from the youth sector.

New resources
Our Keeping It Safe booklet for women who
have sex with women has been revised.
Just for Women Smear Tests and Just for
Women Contraceptives are two new plain
language resources written for people with
learning disabilities. The resources are written
for family, care workers, doctors or nurses to
read with people with learning disabilities.
We developed a new poster promoting
positive sexual health with the message:
Choice matters. There’s a contraceptive
that’s right for you.

Research grant
Dunedin health promoter Louise Pearman
was awarded the $14,000 Margaret Sparrow
Research Grant. Louise will research the
needs of and appropriate strategies for
engaging with trans*1 people as clients of our
clinical and health promotion services. This is
a two-year project.

By the numbers
Across the year we delivered 159 adult
programmes to 1,362 participants and a
further 668 young people’s programmes to
6,948 participants. A total of 31 professional
development courses were delivered to 513
professionals and total of 1,421 hours of
consultancy support was delivered.

1. Trans* is an umbrella term that refers to all of the identities within the gender identity spectrum.
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Policy and submissions
MP Briefing
Sexual and reproductive health status has

Health Protection
Amendment Bill

a major influence on general health and

We made a submission to the Health Select

well-being – and on social and economic
indicators. Our Briefing to Incoming MPs,
published late in October 2014, included
evidence-based recommendations
about what would make a real difference,
particularly for young, Māori, Pasifika and
other marginalised groups.
The briefing noted that the ability of women
and couples to determine the timing and
spacing of their children improves health as
well as social and economic well-being. For
individuals the benefits are:
Fewer high risk pregnancies
Reduced rates of sexually transmissible
infections and abortion
Education and employment benefits
(especially for girls).
For whanāu and families, the benefits
of family planning include less financial
pressure and the ability to spend more per
child on health, nutrition and education. For
countries as a whole, the benefits are higher
productivity, saving public spending on health
and other services, reduced demand on
scarce natural and environmental resources
and contributing to gains in economic
growth.
The briefing, distributed to every Member of
Parliament, reminded them about the work
done during the previous Parliamentary
session by the Health Select Committee
in their report on improving child health
outcomes.
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Committee in February 2015 on the Health
(Protection) Amendment Bill. The Bill seeks
to update the list of notifiable diseases,
including HIV, gonorrhoea and syphilis and to
establish a process for contact tracing.
Our submission was generally supportive
of the Bill’s intent and main provisions on
improving STI notification, developing a
process for contact tracing and providing
a process for managing individuals who
pose a significant risk to others. Our main
reservation was about the privacy and
confidentiality of information – and the
potential for the law change to affect testing
rates and pose additional barriers to testing
and treatment.
We expressed concerns about the potential
for mandatory notification and enhanced
contact tracing to discourage people from
accessing testing or treatment. Anecdotal
reports from people who avoided STI
testing in other countries stated that this
was because of concerns about mandatory
notification.
We also argued that contact tracing should
only be used in cases where voluntary
communication is not working or where the
public risk is significant.

Health literacy
framework
We provided feedback to the Ministry of
Health in early 2015 on its draft Health
Literacy Framework.
We believed that the position statement
should say that the whole health system has
a role in improving health literacy, not only
individuals or health practitioners.
We also told the Ministry that we did not
think that the three principles (leadership,
knowledge and commitment to change)
always aligned with the four key factors
involved in health literacy (health system,
health organisations, health practitioners,
individual/whanāu). We also noted that
the framework did not consistently use
simple language.
Our suggestion was that the framework
should emphasise the opportunity for shared
learning by inviting health organisations
to contribute to growing the evidence
base for improving health literacy in New
Zealand. We also called for there to be more
acknowledgement of reducing inequities in
health literacy, particularly for Māori, and that
there needed to be more specific actions –
that is, practical and concrete examples for
organisations or health practitioners.
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International programmes
The 2015 calendar year is a hugely significant
one for everyone working in international
development. The Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) which succeed the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) were adopted by
193 UN Member States at a United Nations
Summit in September.
The SDGs:
Are made up of 17 goals and 169 targets
Come into effect on 1 January 2016
Are universal – for the entire world
Highlight the urgent need to achieve
gender equality and the empowerment of
all women and girls
Pledge to leave no one behind.
Improving sexual and reproductive health and
rights (SRHR) will be central to achieving the
SDGs. Investing in SRHR is one of the most
cost-effective investments that can be made
towards sustainable development.
In addition, two of the SDG targets focus
specifically on achieving universal access to
sexual and reproductive health.

Phase One of our Healthy Families Project
has continued to improve SRHR in Kiribati.
The project is funded by the New Zealand Aid
Programme and delivered in partnership with
the Kiribati Family Health Association (KFHA).
A few highlights from the year under review
include:
In September 2014, two Family Planning
staff led a sexuality education training
programme in South Tarawa, Kiribati.
They trained 15 participants on topics
ranging from fears and concerns about
teaching sexuality education to practical
activities for the classroom
In December 2014, we provided a oneday comprehensive contraceptive update
for a total of 31 nurses. In addition, six
nurses received individual practical
training on the insertion and removal of
IUDs and implants
In early March 2015, a monitoring and
evaluation workshop was held in Kiribati

Target 3.7: “By 2030 ensure universal

with eight staff and 22 youth volunteers

access to sexual and reproductive health

from KFHA. The workshop provided

care services, including for family planning,

training in topics from ethics in research

information and education, and the

to the value of monitoring and evaluation

integration of reproductive health into national
strategies and programmes.”

Over 1,800 I-Kiribati clients received
SRHR services through the mobile clinic

Target 5.6: “Ensure universal access to sexual

programme

and reproductive health and reproductive

Workshops were held with a total of 97

rights as agreed in accordance with the
Programme of Action of the International
Conference on Population and Development
and the Beijing Platform for Action and
the outcome documents of their review
conferences.”
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Kiribati project continues
and grows

I-Kiribati Catholic leaders to engage their
support for KFHA’s work.
In late March 2015, we signed a contract with
the New Zealand Aid Programme to extend
the Kiribati project for a further five years.
While Phase One was focused on the island of

South Tarawa, Phase Two will also include six
outer islands – Butaritari, Abaiang, Abemama,
Aranuka, Marakei and North Tarawa.
The project will work to:

Commission on Population
and Development
Our Chief Executive led the New Zealand
delegation to the Commission on Population

Improve the capacity of nurses and

and Development (CPD) at the United Nations

health educators

in April 2015. After eight days negotiation,

Ensure I-Kiribati have the knowledge,

the Chair produced an outcome document.

skills and access required to realise their
sexual and reproductive health and rights
Create an enabling and empowering
environment for SRHR
Continuously adapt and strengthen
project activities based on research and
ongoing monitoring and evaluation.

The Africa Group wanted further negotiation
on the outcome document at which point
the chair withdrew the document. No-one
can recall an outcome document being
withdrawn previously.

The Global Abortion
Policy Project (GAPP)

NZPPD – post election

We were contracted by the World Health

Our International Programmes unit is

Division to contribute towards the Global

the secretariat for the New Zealand

Organisation and United Nations Population
Abortion Policy Project (GAPP). Our

Parliamentarians’ Group on Population and

researcher reviewed current abortion laws

Development (NZPPD) which got up and

and policies for 23 countries and states in

running again after the 2014 election, with

the Pacific region. The outcome will be a

its first post-election meeting on

searchable database of current abortion laws

3 December 2014.

and policies of all countries.

National’s Taranaki-King Country MP Barbara
Hague the Deputy Chair.

Council for International
Development

Parliamentarians heard evidence from a

The new Council for International (CID)

range of experts about how to engage boys

Code of Conduct was launched in October

and men in sexual and reproductive health

2014. It is a voluntary, self-regulatory sector

Kuriger is NZPPD Chair and Green MP Kevin

initiatives at an Open Hearing at the New
Zealand Parliament in late June this year.
Modelled like a one-day Select Committee
meeting, the Open Hearing was attended by
MPs from the Pacific and New Zealand.
Boys and men play a central role to achieving
gender justice. Without them, only half the
world’s population can be engaged.

code of good practice that aims to improve
international development outcomes.
As a member of CID, our International
Programmes unit is committed to the new
Code of Conduct. We have begun the code
compliance process and we are currently
completing the biennial Compliance
Self-Assessment. This has proved to be a
valuable, reflective process.
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Communication
New website
Our new website went live on 2 October

What does Family
Planning mean to you?

2014. An amalgamation of all three of our

In August 2014, we launched our “What does

previous websites, it has been designed to
be responsive – this means that it is easy
to read regardless of the kind of device that
people are using to read it on.
Our analytics tell us that close to half of the
visitors to our website are using a mobile
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Family Planning mean to you” video? We
asked people to tell us in their own words
why access to family planning plays an
important role in their lives. People had many
different reasons for using Family Planning
services – to pursue education or career

device which confirms our decision to go with

opportunities, to travel or to space their

a responsive design. Monthly visitor numbers

children. Sexual and reproductive health is for

to our website are in excess of 100,000.

everyone at all stages of their life.

Our people
Director Clinic Services Carol Fox left on 1

practice and also supported removing the

August 2014 and new Director Clinic Services

requirement for registration to be restricted to

Kirsty Walsh started on 4 August 2014.

a specific area of practice.

Lorraine McKenna, regional manager for the

We also supported focus on leadership

central and midland region, resigned and

within clinical practice, a dedicated Masters

finished with us on 12 December 2015. Her

programme, the Nursing Council specifying

role was taken by Jane Hooker who moved

clinic learning time within the programme for

from our Northern Region to take up the role.

nurse practitioners and the Council setting

New Northern Region manager Sarah Laing

the programme outcomes and accrediting

Beale began with us in April 2015.

nursing courses.

Hawkes Bay health promoter Gill Lough

We thought the proposed new scope of

retired in late January 2015 after working

practice for Nurse Practitioner should be

for us for 26 years and 10 months. Over her

more succinct and favoured specifying the

career with us, Gill was heavily involved with

advanced education requirement (ie Masters-

the development of resources such as Te

level qualification). In our view, it was not

Piritahi, Feeling Special Feeling Safe, Open

necessary to refer to medical practitioners in

and Honest and The Grandparent Pack.

this scope of practice.

Gill was also committed to working with
Pacific Island people living and working
in New Zealand under the Recognised
Seasonal Employers programme.
Doctors Beth Messenger, Bronwyn Moore
and Suzie Evason passed the Diploma of
Sexual and Reproductive Health’s OSCE with
flying colours. The OSCE is one component
of the Diploma and involves a series of short
clinical assessments.

Nurse Practitioner
New Plymouth nurse Lou Roebuck now has
Nurse Practitioner status in Family Planning
– in addition to the Youth Health Nurse
Practitioner status she previously held.
In February 2015, we made a submission

Staff anniversaries
Hamilton nurse Annie Sun celebrated
10 years with Family Planning on 18 October
2014.
Clinical Training and Development
administrator Maria Tavendale celebrated
20 years with Family Planning on 3 October
while Christchurch Nurse Kay Kitto
celebrated 20 years service in August 2014.

AGM
Our 2014 Annual General Meeting was held
in Hamilton. The guest speaker was our
Patron, the Right Honourable Dame Silvia
Cartwright.

to the Nursing Council on its Consultation
on Nurse Practitioner Scope of Practice
and Qualifications. We supported Nurse
Practitioner being a broad generic scope of
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New Zealand Family Planning Association (Inc)

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
The specific disclosures included in these summary financial statements have been extracted
from the full financial report dated 30 June 2015.
The summary financial statements cannot be expected to provide as complete an
understanding as provided by a full financial report of the financial performance, financial
position and cash flows.
A copy of the full financial report can be obtained from Family Planning National Office at
Level 6, 203 - 209 Willis Street, Wellington.
The summary financial statements were authorised by the FamilyPlanning Council on
25 September 2015.
The full financial report has been audited by Ernst & Young who have given an unqualified opinion.
The summary financial statements have not been examined by the auditor for consistency with
the full financial report or compliance with FRS 39.

GRANTS
Family Planning received grants for specific projects during the year.
These included the following :
2014

2015
Domestic

Child Youth and Family
Lottery Grants Board
Ministry of Social Development

International

United Nations Population Fund
(2015 - US$30,000, 2014 - US$45,455)

World Health Organisation
(2015 - US$2,300)

Asia Pacific Alliance
(2015 - US$19,733)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

(2015 - NZ$750,000 ; 2014 - NZ$469,234)

$

$
13,600
-

13,600
35,000

-

149,000

41,154

51,884

2,963

-

25,078

-

750,000

469,234

The grants have been spent in accordance with the conditions attached to each grant.
The monies received from grantors as listed under International relate specifically to work
done in relation to international population and development advocacy and programmes by
International Programmes.
Grants in advance at 30 June 2015 totals $639,618 (2014 - $674,802). All of this balance relates
to International Programmes (2014 - $413,767).
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NEW ZEALAND FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION (INC)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Income
Ministry of Health funding
Fees received
Grants and fundraising
Interest received
Other income
Total Income
Expenditure
Personnel costs
Operating costs
Rental and leasing costs
Total Expenditure
Net surplus for the year
STATEMENT OF MOVEMENTS IN EQUITY
Equity at the beginning of the year
Net surplus for the year
Equity at the end of the year
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Reserves
Accumulated funds
Represented by:
Current assets
Bank balances, deposits and cash
Accounts receivable
Stock on hand
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accruals
Grants received in advance
Net working capital
Non current assets
Investments
Property, plant and equipment
Net assets

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash was provided from:
Grants and contractual funding
Fees and other income
Cash was applied to:
Payments to suppliers and employees
Net cash flows from operating activities
Investments and property, plant and equipment
Net (decrease) increase in cash held
Opening cash brought forward
Closing cash carried forward
Note: In the cash flow statement, term deposits which do not meet
the definition of cash, are treated as investments.
LEASE COMMITMENTS
Future rental of operating leases for premises
Other leases

2015
$000’s

2014
$000’s

11,821
2,586
811
363
202
15,783

11,701
2,348
974
313
266
15,602

10,759
3,653
1,003
15,415
368

10,745
3,920
1,003
15,668
(66)

6,557
368
6,925

6,623
(66)
6,557

6,925

6,557

7,104
179
131
7,414

7,558
190
119
7,867

1,405
684
2,089
5,325

1,286
736
2,022
5,845

1,030
570
1,600
6,925

712
712
6,557

12,603
3,074
15,677

12,667
2,710
15,377

14,998
679
(652)
26
1,493
1,519

15,279
98
(1,535)
(1,437)
2,930
1,493

1,203
42
1,245

1,343
10
1,353
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Patron
Family Planning Patron: The Honourable Dame Silvia Cartwright, PCNZM, DBE, QSO

Family Planning Council
President: Dr Tammy Steeves
Deputy President: Dr Pauline Horrill (from November 2014)
Council: Carol Bellette (from June 2015), Madeleine Hawkesby-Browne (from June 2015), Alison McKenzie,
Chris Nicol, Andreas Prager, Nicole Rosie
Maori Representatives: Stacey Morrison, Hokipera Ruakere
Youth Representatives: Bianca Hewitson, Nell O’Dwyer-Strang
Immediate Past President: Linda Penno

Dr Tammy Steeves

Dr Pauline Horrill
Carol Bellette
Madeleine
		 Hawkesby-Browne

Alison McKenzie

Chris Nicol

Nicole Rosie

Stacey Morrison

Nell O’Dwyer-Strang

Linda Penno

Hokipera Ruakere

Bianca Hewitson

Andreas Prager

Senior Management Team
Chief Executive: Jackie Edmond
Deputy Chief Executive, Director Clinic Services: Carol Fox (until 1 August 2014), Kirsty Walsh (from 4 August 2014)
Director Health Promotion: Frances Bird, National Medical Advisor: Dr Christine Roke
National Nurse Advisor: Rose Stewart, Financial Controller: Trevor Thomas

Jackie Edmond

Carol Fox

Kirsty Walsh

Frances Bird

Dr Christine Roke

Rose Stewart

Trevor Thomas

Honorary Life Members

Mrs Joyce Armstrong MNZM, Mrs Daphne Bell MNZM, Dr Pat Boulton, Dr Katherine Bowden MNZM,
Mrs Jan Brown, Mrs Gillian Burrell, Hon Steve Chadwick, Ms Candis Craven ONZM, Mrs Margaret Dagg,
Mrs Helen Eskett MNZM, Mrs Sue Farrant, Dame Jenny Gibbs DNZM, Dr Maxine Gray, Dr Gill Greer MNZM,
CBE, Mrs Naomi Haynes, Mrs Dina Hutton, Ms Peggy Kelly, Dr Win Kennedy, Dr Elspeth Kjestrup QSO,
Mrs Jean Lawrie, Mrs Joy Martin, Ms Linda Penno, Mr Dean Reynolds, Beverley Lady Scott,
Professor Sir John Scott, KBE, MD, BMedSc, FRCP, FRACP, FRSNZ, Mrs June Shaw, Mrs Moya Shaw,
Dame Margaret Sparrow DNZM, MBE, Mrs Sheila Stancombe, Mrs Christine Taylor MBE, Mrs Dawn Wardle,
Mrs Glenys Wood, Mrs Valda Woods, Mr Simon Woolf.

Honorary Vice Presidents
Dr Ruth Black, Dr Katherine Bowden MNZM, Dame Silvia Cartwright PCNZM, DBE, QSO, Dr Margaret CatleyCarlson, Rt Hon Helen Clark, Ms Margaret Dagg, Hon Liane Dalziel MP, Hon Christine Fletcher QSO,
Hon George Gair CMG, QSO, (deceased 17 August 2015), Dame Jenny Gibbs DNZM, Professor John Hutton,
Mrs Areta Koopu CBE, Mr Halfdan Mahler, Hon Katherine O’Regan, Professor Malcolm Potts, Mr Dean
Reynolds, Rt Hon Dame Jenny Shipley DNZM, Dame Margaret Sparrow DNZM, MBE, Hon Judith Tizard,
Dame Catherine Tizard ONZ, GCMG, GCVO, DBE, QSO, Dr Marilyn Waring CNZM, Hon Fran Wilde, CNZM, QSO.
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